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Lightweight, tasty, and nutritious foods are a must for any backpacking trip. These recipes are
simple, taking just minutes to assemble, yet tasty and satisfying. You will find tricks for making
your own food without a dehydrator, along with tips on dehydrating, packing, and cooking your
meals. There is even a recipe for making tasty dehydrated eggs that beat out the freeze dried
commercial variety -- one of the major challenges of the home backpacking chef!Find staples
like macaroni and cheese, favorites like frito pie and breakfast smoothies, and exotic flavors like
curry and pad thai. Every recipe only needs one thing to prepare it once you are on the trail --
boiling water. You will always be ready to eat within 20 minutes!



The Backcountry FeastCheap eats for the trail and campingby Jenny Harrington Visit the
blog atThe Backcountry Feast© Jenny Harrington 2016All rights are reserved to the author. No
part of this ebook may be used or reproduced in any manner without written permission except
for personal use or in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles or
reviews.IntroductionMy first camping trip was the summer after I was born. I was a spring baby,
so I was a few months old at most. My childhood trips were ones of comfort, first in a tent with
the car nearby. My parents eventually modified their truck bed and topper to resemble a crude
camper, and then one day they graduated to an actual tow behind unit.My teens saw me going
on small backpacking trips with friends. Usually no more than a few miles in, then setting up
camp and having fun for a weekend. The waterfalls past Jemez Springs in New Mexico were one
of our favorite escapes.Later still, in my early 20s, the Colorado Rockies became home to my
exploits. I spent many days hiking in Rocky Mountain National Park and the Arapaho-Roosevelt
National Forest. By this point we were doing more miles and mainly bringing in dehydrated
foods. We mainly depended on box mixes, although I did have a boyfriend with a dehydrator for
awhile (who was also a chef) that threw together some tasty backpacking meals!My main hiking
and backpacking partner now is my 11 year old son. Dehydrated meals are a must, even for a
simple overnighter, simply because at his age he can't carry too much weight, and I'm too lazy to
take on too much of his load. The recipes that follow have all been tried and tested on the trail,
and they have proven to satisfy the mildly picky palate of a child and the discerning palate of an
adult.I hope you enjoy these recipes as much as we have!Why Dehydrate?Dehydrating your own
meals for your backpacking and camping trips can be far superior to purchasing so-called
“backpacking meals.” These meals are expensive and they aren't always the most flavorful. A
common complaint is that they either are too soupy or that bits and pieces never become tender
– resulting in an unappetizing crunch.There are other benefits to making your own meals, as
well:You can customize the meal to fit your own dietary needs or to meet dietary restrictions.You
can swap out ingredients. Don't like peas? Then substitute a vegetable that you do like.There is
more control over portion size. Many premade meals come in at under 600 calories, which may
not be enough if you are putting in long or hard miles.You know exactly what is in each meal –
there are no mystery ingredients.My favorite reason – NO DIRTY DISHES! All you need is to boil
water and pour it in a bag. You'll end up with a dirty spoon that you can wipe clean, and
contained mess in a sealable bag that you can pack out. Plus, dinner is almost always ready
within 20 minutes, giving you enough time to set up camp before chowing down.Although this
book is primarily a source for easy recipes, it can also act as a guide for those new to
dehydration and backpacking food.I'll see you on the trail!Dehydration MethodsYou do need to
decide upon a dehydration method before you can begin to put together these delicious recipes.
There are three main options when it comes to home dehydrating:A countertop dehydrator
unitThe ovenThe sunWe'll examine these in reverse order.The sun is the cheapest option but the



least dependable. Not only do you need a string of sunny, low-humidity days, you also need
some sort of netting to protect the food from insects and other pests. There are sun dehydrators
for sale and you can find many plans for DIY versions. Another issue is that the sun method only
works for food with low risk of contamination, which means you can't dehydrate meats or other
foods that are very prone to spoilage with this method.Oven dehydrating can stand in for a
dehydrator in a pinch. It can be used for just about every type of food item and it takes about the
same length of time as using a countertop dehydrator. The main issues with oven dehydrating
are temperature and longterm cost. Most food should be dehydrated between 125 and 145
degrees Fahrenheit so that it doesn't actually cook. Many ovens don't go this low. The most
common fix is to prop the oven door open to help modulate the temperature and to allow the
moisture to escape. Leaving the oven running with the door open will also lead to increased
energy usage and costs.The optimum method is to invest in a countertop dehydrator. You can
find simple models for as low as $20, or you can invest in a fancier unit for $200 or more. The
Excalibur brand of dehydrators fall into the pricier category, but they are of excellent quality and
they consistently get good reviews. As for myself, I have been using a lower end Nesco that I
picked up for $45, which included five dehydrating trays and two fruit leather inserts. It doesn't
allow me to adjust the dehydrating temperature, nor does it have a timer, but it has served me
well.There is one more option. If you don't want to dehydrate the foods yourself, you can still
stock a backpackers pantry and assemble many of these recipes for use on the trail. Some
regular and specialty grocery stores, like the Winco chain, stock dehydrated food items. You can
also purchase these items online.Dehydrated vegetables are especially easy to find at a good
price. If you have issues finding dehydrated meat, then substitute canned versions instead.
Chicken and tuna are also available in shelf-stable foil packs. You will take a weight penalty by
using these meat options, but you will save yourself the effort of dehydrating the food.
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ROBYN W., “Great handy book!. I do a lot of weekend backpacking, and prefer easy cook
meals. This book has great, easy, simple, healthy recipes that I can make ahead of time and
have ready to go. The easier the better for me! I am not out to be a backwoods chef
extraordinaire, just good nutrition at the end of a long day.  Awesome book!”

Independence Overland, “very helpful. I just bought this and havent made any of the stuff yet,
but looking through it and im pretty happy with it. for 3 bucks im going to be eating good on my
hunting trips now. i was curious about some different way to cook certain foods, and this shows
how to get past some of my questions.being that a mountain house is 8$ and is just sodium in a
bag, this 3 dollar book is well worth it.”

George, “Good tips. Okay for beginners. Could have been some pictures I thought. Maybe next
book there may be some.  Good tips though.”

vfireman72, “Good read!. Picked out some recipes from here and modified them slightly for my
own twist. Great place for ideas and a great way to save money and eat better tasting food on
the trail!”

Captain No Beard, “Money Saver!!!. Thanks to you, my fuel canisters will go much, much farther,
saving me $$. I will look for pastas differently from now on, as well. I look forward to trying some
of your recipes on my 2650 mile hike of the Pacific Crest Trail in 2017. Thanks Jenny! Smartest 3
bucks I ever spent!!”

Diana, “Five Stars. I love this book. Good, simple commonsense approach to simple, easy meal
preparation.”

Beth Goad, “Five Stars. Great info in this book. Trying them out now.”

Woodchuck, “Excellent reference for light weight backpacking or camping.. Great reference for
those hikers looking to lighten their pack. Well written and delicious recipes. Worth the price and
better than a course.”

The book by Joel Thomas Chopp has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 53 people have provided feedback.
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